DEFINED INSTRUCTION MODE DESCRIPTIONS FOR DISTANCE FEE CODING:

Class Instruction Mode types **NOT Eligible** for the Distance Fee:

- **On Campus Face to Face**: Traditional classroom setting where the instructor and students are physically located in the same location.

- **Off Campus Face to Face**: Instruction is in the traditional classroom setting where the instructor and students are physically located in the same off campus location.

- **Hybrid/Blended**: A blend of instruction types with 60% of the class taught in the traditional classroom setting where the instructor and students are physically located in the same location at scheduled times and 40% of the class is taught Online Asynchronous occurring independent of time or location.

- **Interactive Video**: A video and audio communications session between two or more remote sites with live, animated image transmission and display. This connection allows for both the faculty and students to be seen and heard by each other.

Class Instruction Mode Types **Eligible** for the Distance Fee:

- **Online Asynchronous**: Online instruction occurring independent of time or location.

- **Online Synchronous**: Online instruction occurring independent of location, but at the same time (real time).